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ABSTRACT
Creating democratic society is one of the main goals in democratic era. In the
digital era, democratic society will be realized when the society member can
freely use the freedom of expression and speech in social media. Social media is
an independent media since it is not owned and controlled by political
rulersunlike some of conventional media in Indonesia. As one of the most
popular social media with 700 million of monthly active users in 2017,
Instagram has a chance to be used as a media to controlthe democratization
process in Indonesia. One of the basic principlesof democracy practice is
freedom of expression and speech as provided for in article 28 of The 1945
Constitution of The Republic of Indonesia.It is the essential thing since every
citizen is possible to deliver opinion about everything that matters.As part of
Indonesian, Instagram influencers in Malang which are dominated by young
generation play an important role in the democratization process itself. Toward
their Instagram account, they can spread an influence to the society through their
postby using their freedom of expression and speech. The research is done to
discover how do Instagram influencers in Malang use their freedom of
expression and speech as the representation of democracy in the democratic
society. Based on the topics, qualitative research method was conducted,
interview with informants that chosen purposively was gathered. Results showed
that Instagram influencers in Malang use their freedom of expression and speech
in two ways. First they use them to show their personal identity related to the job
they have. Second, they use them to get a social utility in order to acquire
information for conversation. Unfortunately,they did not use their freedom of
expression and speech to criticize government policy since they do not interest in
politics and afraid of being sued for it.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Creating democratic society is one of the main goals in democratic era. In the democracy
era, every citizen has an absolute right to be free in using expression and speech as provided
for in article 28 of The 1945 Constitution of The Republic of Indonesia.Meanwhile, in the
digital era, the practice of freedom of expression and speech can be delivered in a social media.
Unlike some of conventional media in Indonesia, social media is an independent one since it is
not owned and controlled by political rulers. The content that appears on a social media is
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personally comes fromthe user, not the ruler.As one of the most popular social media with 700
million of monthly active users in 2017, Instagram can also be used as a media to deliver the
freedom of expression and speech by its users.January Research by eMarketer in 2016 stated
that the social media which provides photos journal and short videoswas the second popular
social media in Indonesia [1].
Instagram influencers, those who are popular in social media Instagram has a big role to
keep the democratization in its track by using their right in delivering freedom of expression
and speech. As young and productive generation, they can deliver their opinion towards
current issues by posting a related content so that their followers can be influenced and do the
same good thing. The research is done to discover how do Instagram influencers in Malang
use their freedom of expression and speech in their Instagram account since it becomes very
important phenomenon nowadays for two reasons. Firstly, freedom of expression and speech
is the representation of human rights and democracy practice. If Indonesian are not afraid of
using them in public, it may be concluded that the democratization process itself is well
applied in the country. Secondly, the future of democracy in Indonesia is determined by the
young generation. It refers to the critical thinking about current issues such as government
policies that is delivered in a public sphere.
As one of developed cities with many educational institutions and millennial generation in
Indonesia, Malang has a big role to oversee democratization process in this country.As many
of young generation are active in using social media, therefore the research will discover how
do Instagram influencers use their freedom of expression and speech. Instagram influencers in
Malang are the representative of how young generation in Malanguse social media. The
objective of the research is aimed to describe how far freedom of expression and speech is
used in a social media sphere. The result of the study itself is expected to be a basis
ofevaluation for the democratization process in Indonesia in the effort of creating democratic
society.
Motive is the most essential thing that motivates people to do or not to do
something.Motivation in using social media will be the main subject to get to know how
doInstagram influencers in Malang City use their freedom of expression and speech.The study
appliesuses and gratifications theory to get more comprehensive understanding about motives
themselves.
1.1 Motivation in Using Social Media
Motives described as general tendencies that affect people’s behaviors taken to satisfy
need or desire [2]. According to Lai [3], motivation is classified into two types, they are
intrinsic and extrinsic. Intrinsic motivation refers to personal enjoyment, interest or pleasure,
meanwhile extrinsic motivation refers to chance reinforcement’s influence. Meanwhile,
Morris and Ogan [4] explained that online communications are mass media with the ability to
satisfy interpersonal and mediated needs. Specifically, social media enable individuals to have
real time and interpersonal communication in mediated forms [5], [6]. The other study[7]
found that there are some motivations people use an online media through computer and social
media. They are to satisfy: (a) interpersonal needs (inclusion, affection, control, relaxation,
escape and enjoyment); (b) mediated needs (social interaction, passing time, habit, knowledge
and leisure); and (c) other needs (time shifting and making new friends).

1.2 User and Gratification
According to Rubin, the essential part of uses and gratifications is audience activity[8],
meanwhile the main element of it is communication motivations.Moreover, uses and
gratifications also describes about motivations in using a media. For instance, it functions as
diversion (as an escape from routines or for emotional release), social utility (to acquire
information for conversations), personal identity (to reinforce attitudes, beliefs and values),
surveillance (to learn about one’s community, events and political affairs) [9].
Another statementmentioned by Effendy10that uses and gratifications starts in the social
environment refers to the needs of audiences. There are some reasons why Instagram users
post pictures, they are:
 Cognitive needs (knowledge)
It refers to the requirement of information confirmation and knowledge as well as
understanding environment. These requirements are based on a desire to understand and
master the environment as well as to satisfy curiosity and the urge for investigation.
 Affective needs (experiences)
It refers to an individual needs of reassurance over aesthetic, fun and emotional
experiences.
 Personal integrative needs (personal identity)
It refers to confirmation needs which are related to credibility, trust, stability, and
individual status, which derived from desire forself-esteem.
 Social needs (social identity)
It refers to the needs of confirmation to maintain relationship with family, friends and the
world which are based on a desire to affiliate.
 The escapist needs (need to release tension).
It refers to the desire to escape from reality, release emotions, tension and entertainment
needs.
Nowadays, social media can be used to interact each other through the shared information
and experiences [10]. The interaction through social media enablesits users to get to know
each other and become a source of trust [11].This condition allows people to be inspired by
someone’s content. In the case of Malang’s Instagram Influencers, they actually can be
someone who can influence their followers to do or not to do something. Meanwhile, the
practice of freedom of expression and speech can be delivered through their posts on
Instagram. In conclusion, social media like Instagram can be a representative of a democracy
practice, especially by the young generation who use it. The subject that really matters is about
how do the users deliver the freedom of expression and speech through every contents they
post and share to their followers.
1.3 Freedom of Expression and Speech
Freedom of expression and speech in Indonesia is provided for in article 28 F 1945
Constitution [12]. It is stated thatIndonesian citizen are freely to deliver opinion and get
information: Everyone shall have the right to communicate and obtain information to develop
his or her personal and social environment, and shall have the right to seek, obtain, possess,
store, process and convey information using all available channels. Moreover, article 5,
Number 9 of Constitution 1998 states that Indonesian citizen has a right and legal protection to
use theirfreedom of expression of public opinion.

1.4 Instagram and Its Influencers
Today, Instagram is the second popular social media in Indonesia after Facebook.There are
several factors that contribute to it, as it is stated by Bolt [13] as follows:
 Quality
Instagram has a sameness in quality and visual appeal as phone apps completed with
simple and well designed interface to let users use photo filters before posting pictures.
 Audience
It enables the user (follower) to give feedback by giving a like, comment or favorite.
 Constraint
Instagram enables its users to be creative in producing their contents through instant online
photo and video editor.
Based on its popularity, Instagram has successfully created its own community that is
involved the account owner and followers. Influencer Marketing Hub.com [14] states that
someone who can give a value through his own expertise with good internet personality is
categorized as an influencer. Instagram influencer is not always related to the number of
followers but also the engagement between the account owner and followers.
2.

METHOD

This study is a qualitative descriptive research that aims to discover how do Instagram
Influencers in Malang City use their freedom of expression and speech. Meanwhile, uses and
gratifications theory is appliedto analyzeit. Qualitative research aims to understand the
phenomenon that is experienced by the subjects holistically and it is described in the form of
words and language . Moreover, Ruggiero [9] suggests the researchers to conduct qualitative
methodologieswhich is in line with the application of uses and gratifications theory.
Data is compiled by using deep interview with informants that are chosen purposively. The
informants are Instagram Influencers in Malang whose have at least 5.000 followers with
hundreds or thousands of likes, views and comments. They are also 20 up to 34 years old
whose categorized as millennia generation. The informants are also active to post a content
through photos, videos in timeline or Instagram story at least once a day.Based on the
researcher’s observation, there are approximately 20 to 30 Instagram influencers in Malang,
meanwhile this study selected 4 of them. They are:@onengsugiarta whose has 14.2k followers,
@denyeka_ whose has 7.657 followers, @justine_viddy with her 8.377 followers and
@reerinatawith her 7.726 followers.
3.

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

Interview with informants results some findings related to how do Instagram Influencers in
Malang use their freedom of expression and speech, as follows:
 They use freedom of expression and speech in order to show their personal identity. It
refers to the job they have. Instagram influencers in Malang whose most of them
areshowbiz performer tend to share their activity while working. Based on the theoretical
framework, this activity refers tointrinsic motivationand relates to personal enjoyment,
interest or pleasure. Interview with MC OnengSugiarta and MC Deny Eka proves that
theytend to express their freedom of expression and speech through their personal
identity’s post. As professional Master of Ceremony, they need to show their followers
the job they have. They do believe that by showing their job activity, their personal

identity as a professional showbiz performer will be stronger and result another new
opportunity for their career. They share it to strengthen their identity as a performer as it
is shown to these pictures:

Figure 1. Malang;Instagram Influencer Expresses Their Personal Identity.
 They use freedom of expression and speech in order to get a social utility to acquire
information for conversation. It is in line with a theory that people tend to use computer
through social media to get an interaction with other users as it is shown through these
pictures:

Figure 2. Malang;Instagram Influencer Expresses Their Social Utility.
Justine Viddyand Renata Angel are two of famous Instagram influencer in Malang City.
They are professional radio announcer, Master of Ceremony and also actress for Darah Biru
Arema, a local movie that portrays the story of supporter of Malang’s Football Team, Arema.
Both of them use their freedom of speech and expression through the post that is intended to
get a social utility to acquire information for conversation. The inserted caption in the picture
they post is very attractive that enables their followers to give likes and comments. These
activities bring up the influencers and followers to interact and be informedto each other. This
activity is in line with mediated needs theory that is involved: social interaction, passing time,
habit, knowledge and leisure.
Instagram influencers in Malang use their freedom of expression and speech in two ways,
they are: to show their followers their personal identity and to get a social utility to acquire

information for conversation.Based on the study literature above, these two findings are
closely related to the intrinsic motive rather than extrinsic one since it refers to personal
enjoyment, interest or pleasure. Meanwhile the findings is also refers to other motive, it is
about satisfyinginterpersonal needs (inclusion, affection, control, relaxation, escape and
enjoyment) and for mediated needs (social interaction, passing time, habit, knowledge and
leisure). In conclusion the motive of the Instagram influencer is about to interact to each other.
In the case of MC OnengSugiarta and MC Deny Eka, freedom of expression and speech
are used through the style they perform in the picture and caption they write. They focus on
expressing their personal identity by showing their followers their activity while working as a
Master of Ceremony. They do really hope that their personal identity will be stronger so that
their professional career will be improved significantly. Meanwhile, in the case of Justine
Viddy and Renata Angel, the freedom of expression and speech refers to the effort to get a
social utility and acquiring information for conversation. They are freely to post a caption that
represents what they think at the moment. Surprisingly, they got a lot of comments that is
possibly improve their engagement with followers. The researchers may conclude that
Instagram influencers in Malang city have actually delivered their freedom of expression and
speech properly in a personal sphere. The researchers define personal sphere as a professional
and personal identity which is related to the job they have.
Unfortunately, Instagram influencers in Malang did not interest to use their freedom of
expression and speech to criticize government policy. They admit that they are not interested
in politics. They are also afraid of being sued for it. Due to the finding, government of
Indonesia should provide and declare the regulation of using social media clearly, especially
to the millennialgeneration. It is important since they do need to know better about the
regulationwhen expressing the freedom of expression and speech through social media. It is
also very essential for the future of democratization process in Indonesia.
4.

CONCLUSION

The study is limited only in finding how Malang’s Instagram Influencer use their freedom
of speech and expression. Meanwhile the finding shows that still there is an obstacle for the
user of Instagram to show their opinion about government policy or any topics related to
politic. Due to the finding, the researchers suggest other researchers to investigate why do
young generation are not interested in politics and afraid of being sued for criticizing
government policies. Meanwhile, the researchers also suggest to do a quantitative research due
to the same topic in order to get more comprehensive understanding about it.
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